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The receptive field is dead. Long live the receptive field?
Adrienne Fairhall

Advances in experimental techniques, including behavioral

paradigms using rich stimuli under closed loop conditions and

the interfacing of neural systems with external inputs and

outputs, reveal complex dynamics in the neural code and

require a revisiting of standard concepts of representation.

High-throughput recording and imaging methods along with

the ability to observe and control neuronal subpopulations

allow increasingly detailed access to the neural circuitry that

subserves neural representations and the computations they

support. How do we harness theory to build biologically

grounded models of complex neural function?
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Sensory neurophysiology is dominated by the concept of

stimulus representation. Our senses are impinged upon

by a variety of stimuli. The nervous system captures these

stimuli and filters them to extract and encode a myriad of

features. These features are thought to be assembled and

integrated across sensory modalities to form representa-

tions of increasing complexity, specificity and invariance.

These hierarchically organized representations then in

principle become accessible to perception and enable the

lifelong construction and updating of internal models of

the world about which we reason and which provide a

basis for invention and imagination.

The concept of a heterogeneous feature basis that becomes

increasingly sophisticated as it is propagated hierarchically

[1] has gained powerful traction because of the extraordi-

nary finding that the responses of many individual sensory

neurons are indeed intelligible: it is frequently possible to

find stimulus parameters with respect to which the

response of a neuron varies systematically and fairly repea-

tably. While most clearly elaborated in the visual system,

this picture roughly recurs across almost all sensory

domains [2,3]. Olfaction may be a counterexample [4],

in the sense that representations of intermediate complex-

ity do not appear to exist [5]. Much theoretical progress has

been made in developing methods to mine input/output

data to determine variations of cascade models, which

identify linear filters that extract relevant stimulus com-

ponents, and predict the firing rate as a nonlinear function

of the filtered stimulus [6]. In some cases, such models give

excellent predictions of responses to restricted stimulus

sets [7] from feature-based models.

Furthermore, theory has addressed not just what is

encoded, but why the encoded features may assume

the form they do. Two key principles have emerged:

that these features may provide an efficient way to

represent the specific statistical structure of the natural

world [8], and that neural representations are sparse, in the

sense that any natural input can be represented by the

activation of relatively few neurons [9]. Further, it has

been proposed that neural systems might use representa-

tions that facilitate computation [10,11] and that pro-

cesses like adaptation can dynamically enhance the

quality of representations [8,12,13]. The utility of such

feature representation is validated by the rapid advance of

‘deep learning’ networks in machine intelligence [14],

which instantiate the principles of hierarchical feature

selection learned from natural data, emergent high order

features, and distributed and sparse representations.

These advances have resulted in engineered networks

that are now able to perform object and speech recog-

nition tasks with unprecedented accuracy.

While this picture of sensory representation is compel-

ling, there are many important caveats — ones that will

become more important as more experiments move

toward recording during natural behavior. The success

of basic coding models in predicting responses is gener-

ally limited to certain stimulus regimes: models fitted

using, for example, white noise do not generally accu-

rately predict responses to natural inputs [15,16]. Even in

the retina, the poster child for successful neural coding

paradigms, the observation of complex feature selectivity

such as sensitivity to figure/ground differences and

multiple adaptation timescales has led to of hybrid cod-

ing/dynamical models [16]. The hierarchical feature

model, and its machine learning analog, is essentially

feed-forward. In reality, feedback plays an enormous

though not yet well-understood role in modulating

responses by behavioral state, top-down effects and
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contextual cues [3], multimodality [17] and through

interaction with signals of self-motion [2].

Given these complexities, is there an alternative way to

think about neural representation? The diverse

approaches to computational neuroscience that are

represented in this issue at times expose a tension be-

tween two paths to understanding brain function, one

which might be seen as originating in computer science

and the other in physics. In a computer science formu-

lation, a circuit element implements an algorithmically

defined function, a step in a logical chain. From a physical

perspective, the state of such an element evolves accord-

ing to dynamics specified by its interactions; neural

circuits can be modeled as a set of differential equations

driven by continuous and analog inputs. This distinction

could also be framed as that between function and mech-

anism. Of course, this somewhat artificial dichotomy

between physics and computation becomes obvious when

moving from the nervous system to the body: neural

signals interface with biomechanics, which provide a

fundamental contribution to the transformation from

sensory inputs into behavior [2,18,19].

To bridge function and mechanism, we suggest an elab-

oration of Marr’s famous three-level schema of Compu-

tation, Algorithm, Physical Implementation, Figure 1.

Here we give physics a more prominent role by further

unpacking ‘‘implementation’’ into the true physical sub-

strate and a comprehensible dynamical mechanism that

can help to ‘explain’ computation.

The three-part picture of Figure 1 has been most exten-

sively elaborated at the single neuron level. Experimen-

tally well-founded conductance-based models describe

the evolution of the voltage of single neurons as a function

of inputs, depending on ion channel densities and

morphology. These models can be reduced, analytically

or numerically, to much simpler and highly predictive

low-dimensional dynamical systems [20]. The resulting

low-dimensional system is then amenable to analysis,

leading to a coding model that expresses its compu-

tational properties [20–22]. Spike-triggering features

approximately arise from the local linearization of the

underlying nonlinear dynamical system. The threshold

nature of excitability privileges certain stimulus com-

ponents, reducing the dimensionality of the relevant

feature space. Thus, quasi-linearity of the dynamical

system establishes the system’s filtering properties or

feature selectivity, while the nonlinearity of spiking

reduces the intrinsic dimensionality of the feature space

[21].

The example of the single neuron, a fundamental unit of

information encoding, highlights the duality between a

dynamical system and a feature-selecting coding model.

Any choice of coding model ‘queries’ the dynamical

system in order to generate an input/output relationship

with respect to a specific variable or set of variables.

Despite the sophisticated methods available to guide

the selection of this variable set [6], the result is necess-

arily an impoverishment of the full behavior of the non-

linear system. An example is that of contrast gain in single

neurons. When stimulated by inputs that vary over a

certain range, the input/output function of many sensory

systems depends on the stimulus range: the dynamic

range of the response is matched to the input range

[13]. Some single neurons show the same effect, demon-

strating that the property can arise from intrinsic neuronal

nonlinearities [22]. Identifying a low-dimensional model

that matches experimental data allows analysis of the

dynamics that lead to this coding property.

Extending such a multifaceted approach beyond single

neurons is challenging; high-dimensional biophysical

models will always be underspecified [23]. Nonetheless,

the ability to visually identify, record from and manip-

ulate specific cell motivates the use of models that

incorporate this information. The appropriate mathemat-

ics to perform the necessary reduction of such high-

dimensional systems is emerging [24,25]. Studies under-

taken in this spirit are beginning to address important

open problems, such as the role of diverse cell types

[24,26,27], pharmaceuticals [28], neuromodulation [29–
31] and the statistics of connectivity [24,32] in shaping

circuit dynamics and computation. To extract compu-

tation from detailed modeling, high-resolution imaging

techniques can be used to determine not just a connec-
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Taking computation here to subsume Marr’s computation and algorithm,

that is, a description of the system’s function, a complete understanding

of the neural mechanisms of computation should work at several levels.

Data and detailed modeling provide a high-dimensional description of

the system. To understand how this concrete implementation carries out

a computation, it is useful to develop a low-dimensional description in

which the fundamental mechanism of the computation is exposed. The

transformation from high-dimensional implementation to low-

dimensional model captures the parameter invariance or robustness of

the implementation.
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